SERVICES TO THE

Transportation Industry

Who We Are and Why We Serve
Tidal Basin Government Consulting is a full service, emergency
management company providing preparedness, response, recovery
and mitigation consulting services, with a dedicated team focused
on assisting transportation clients to facilitate their response
and recovery and to enhance their resiliency. Drawing from our
unparalleled experience, our expert staff provides customized
approaches to our clients’ needs to deliver outcome driven results.
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What Our Clients Say
“I am happy we hired Tidal Basin to do the heavy
lifting in getting our Continuity of Operations
Plan developed. … They are true subject matter
experts which allowed us to get a proven product
while uncovering and addressing the complexities
of our large operation. This COOP is now the
foundation of our recovery operations following
large and small continuity events.”
— Deborah S. Helton
Emergency Management Administrator
Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport
“As the project manager of a large scale, regional
table top exercise, my experience with Tidal
Basin was excellent. The project had several
unpredicted challenges. These challenges were
addressed by Tidal Basin personnel without
disrupting my tight time line. Their experience
and professionalism made my job much easier.
I would highly recommend Tidal Basin to any
future project.”

The Tidal Basin Difference
Tidal Basin understands the challenges facing the transportation
sector in preparing for, responding to, recovering from and mitigating
against emergencies and disasters. For decades, Tidal Basin’s team of
experts has assisted and advocated for hundreds of clients to prepare
for and recover from some of the world’s worst disasters.

Maximizing Financial Recovery
Tidal Basin is your partner in maximizing your financial recovery
— whether through property insurance or FEMA Public Assistance
reimbursement, or both. Tidal Basin successfully navigates clients
through the complicated disaster recovery process. Our Total
Solution® services unites the property insurance and FEMA portions
of your disaster recovery into one financial recovery strategy to
help you to recover all of your eligible costs. Our unwavering client
advocacy helps you maximize all the funding you are entitled to
receive from both your insurance policy and FEMA grant programs.

— Captain Felix Vara
METRO Transit Police
Houston, TX
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Who We’ve Helped
• Mississippi State Port Authority
• Port of Houston Authority
• The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
• Metropolitan Transportation Authority –
New York City Transit
• Dallas/Forth Worth International Airport
• The WAVE Transit System, Mobile, AL

Tidal Basin is the premier provider of Comprehensive Transportation
Emergency Management and Preparedness consulting services
with extensive experience in continuity of operations, preparedness,
response and recovery. Our team of practitioners has supported
Airport and Rail Operations, Transit and Transportation Agencies.
Our Capabilities cover all areas of Preparedness and Emergency
Management Needs, including:
• Strategic all-hazards or hazard-specific emergency plan
development and review;
• Program gap-analysis;
• Exercise facilitation, evaluation and After-Action Review reporting;
• Emergency Operations Center management, training and response;
• Incident Command System Training; and
• Continuity of Operations/Business Continuity Planning.

Regulatory Understanding
DUNS Number
82-863-6741
Contract Vehicles
• National Intergovernmental Purchasing
Alliance #R142603
• FL State University System #1228LCSA
• Choice Partners #15/002CG-01
NAICS Code
541611

HGAC
HP08-17

CAGE Code
5HAW1

NCPA
09-04

GSA Number
GSO7F114GA
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Whether ensuring compliance with the Code of Federal Regulations,
Federal Aviation Administration circulars and rules, or emerging
regulations and technologies, Tidal Basin will help you to navigate
the complicated and ever-changing regulatory landscape,
incorporating best practices and lessons learned.

Enhancing Resiliency
Tidal Basin assists clients to enhance the resiliency of their
organization so they can continue their operations with minimal
disruption or impact, by conducting risk assessments to identify
threats and vulnerabilities to outline mitigation strategies to help
them to be more resilient.
By applying strategies within FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Assistance
Programs both before and during the disaster, Tidal Basin assists
clients throughout the process to build resiliency to disasters.
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